Welcome to our e-newsletter!

Another successful Regenerative Medicine Essentials (RME) course concluded last month with over 300 attendees from 13 countries, new courses, renowned speakers and more! This was the fifth year of the course, an important milestone to mark.

RME began as an extension of part of our mission – to educate and share knowledge of the regenerative medicine field. To see it grow from the initial first year offering to a thriving course that inspires and drives science information forward is very rewarding.

It takes the entire WFIRM team to ensure that this course is successful. This issue also highlights many other examples of their hard work and dedication.

Best Regards,

Dr. Anthony Atala

Blood Brain Barrier Organoid reported on by Forbes

HBO VICE News Explores 3D Printing and Bioprinting in Documentary

Regeneratively Speaking

New Episode featuring WFIRM’s Dr. Aleksander Skardel

Skin Printing and Gel Adhesives to Advance Wound Healing

Summit School Third Graders Create Fundraiser for Regenerative Medicine

Engineering Implantable, Laboratory-Grown Organs To Cure Disease

Original WFIRM Bioprinter at Military Medical Museum

5th Annual RME Course Welcomes Over 300 Attendees
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